Abstract. This paper aims to demonstrate the usefulness of formal logic and Lambda Calculus in database programming. After a short introduction in propositional and first order logic, we implement dynamically a small database and translate some SQL queries in filtered java 8 streams, enhanced with Tuples facilities from jOOλ library.
Introduction
A database is a set of basic axioms corresponding to base relations and tuples plus deductive axioms or inference rules. Tuples are for the relationships what are nouns for sentences, each denote a true particular sentence [Date, 2005] . Decani.add(new Chair("Iosipescu","Math"));
Decani.add(new Chair("Radulescu","CS"));
Profesori.add(new Professor("Georgescu","CS",5000,1999));
Profesori.add(new Professor("Iosipescu","Math",3000,2004));
Profesori.add(new Professor("Radulescu","CS",7000,2000));
Profesori.add(new Professor("Marinescu","Math",6000,1998));
Studenti.add(new Student("Ionescu", "A5", "CS", 9.5));
Studenti.add(new Student("Marinescu", "A3", "Math", 9.0));
Studenti.add(new Student("Popescu", "A4", "CS", 8.5));
Studenti.add(new Student("Vasilescu", "A5", "Math", 7.5)); .map(v2 -> tuple(v1.name, v2.name)))
.forEach(System.out::println);
2.4.
List the names of faculty members whose salary is highest in their department: db.Profesori.stream().filter(p->db.Profesori.stream().anyMatch(t->t.salary<p.salary && t.dept.equals(p.dept))).forEach(p->{System.out.println("name=" + p.name);});
We have employed the jOOλ library [GitHub, 2016] , making the following mappings [Fusco, 2015] : 
Conclusions
There are advantages. Evaluating expressions and functional programming has already given us the support for a declarative way of parsing collections of objects. Since relational databases cease way to noSQL ones, we have to discover a good substitute for SQL language. Beginning with Java 8 lambda expressions, streams and method references, we have to search no more... 
